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A Word to the Hungry.. 

In April of 2016 I decided to begin my Kindle Journey. 

I fell in love with the idea of having little Kindle ebooks written for me (for pennies on the 

dollar)…publishing them on Amazon…and having them earn me thousands every 

month in passive income. Wow! 

Well, by the end of July that same year I realized that dream. 

It was like magic.  

One day I woke up, fired up my computer, and realized I had sold over 17 Kindle books 

and 2 paperbacks—A  record for me at the time. 

The next day those numbers shot up to 27 Kindle Books and 3 paperbacks. 

Then again the next day I sold 57 ebooks and 10 paperbacks...and from there those 

numbers steadily increased. 

Of course, these figures did and do still fluctuate.  

Some days I make a killing…while other days my eyebrows furrow and I’m left 

scratching my head. 

Still, what matters is that my monthly income grows. 

But even more, I’m cognizant of one crucial fact: 

Making Money online is 100% possible. You just need the right tools and 

guidance...and the commitment to yourself that you WON’T give up, even when 

things get a little rough. 
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You see, along the way I experienced some difficulties and setbacks. 

I was trying to learn the strategy behind Kindle Publishing…while also figuring out the 

nitty gritty of the business.  

You know, things like: 

 How do I write a compelling book description? 

 How do I format my book description? 

 How do I hire VA’s? What do I say to them? 

 How do I hire and manage writers? What do I say to them to get the best book 

possible? 

 What makes a profitable niche? 

 How do I come up with a disclaimer for my E-book? 

 How do I format my E-book? 

These are all important questions. 

But the problem was that I was spending too much time fretting about these 

things…and too little time actually finding and publishing profitable books. 

So, my aim with these templates is to spare you the time and grief of trying to figure this 

out for yourself. 

I want you to instead focus on finding goldmine keywords that can generate a high 3 

figures each.  

This way you can make passive income online and quit that soul-killing job forever.  

So without further adou..  
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Ebook Description Template 

Here’s the honest truth about ebook descriptions: 2 out of 10 people usually read them.  

In fact, you could put random words in your description and you’d still make sales.  

The only problem is that you wouldn’t be maximizing sales.  

You wouldn’t be persuading those few people that are on the fence about your 

book…and need an extra nudge to buy.  

Use this ebook template as a model but don’t copy it word-for-word. The contents of 

YOUR description should match your book. This is just so you have an idea of how to 

structure it. 

 

[Note: I’m using the special html tags that Amazon requires to properly format your book 

and to make it POP. Don’t let these tags throw you off and be sure to use them exactly 

as I’ve laid them out. Below I’ve included the definition of each html tag] 

HTML Tag definitions: 

1. <h2> </h2> just creates a headline out of your words 

2. <b> </b> make bold any word (or words) you use them on 

3. <ul><li>…</li><li>…</li></ul> These create bullet points out of the words you 

use. I’ll demonstrate how to use them in the description on the next page. 

Description is on the following page.. 
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<h2>(insert headline here)</h2>  

Are you ready to discover the Secrets to Kindle Publishing? 

Would you like learn how make $100 to $200 a day while you snooze in bed? 

Are you ready to quit your job forever and say hello BIG internet paydays? 

 

If you answered “YES!” then you’ll want to <b>download this book</b> 

You’re about to discover how to... (Provide a brief paragraph or two describing what the 

book is about, what they will learn, the benefits, etc...)   

<h2>When You Download This Book Today You’ll Also Learn...</h2>  

<ul><li>(insert bullet point)</li><li> (insert bullet point)</li><li>(insert bullet 

point)</li><li>(insert bullet point)</li><li>(insert bullet point)</li><li>(insert bullet 

point)</li><li>(insert bullet point)</li><li>(insert bullet point)</li><li>Much, much 

more!</li></ul> 

 <b>Download your copy today!</b>   

Take action today and discover…(Restate some of the benefits in a slightly different 

way) 

<h2>Check Out What Others Are Saying...</h2> 

(Insert Testimonial) 
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Job Description for Writers 

There are numerous writing services out there that have a pool of writers ready to write 

your books. 

The problem? 

These services are over-priced to start, and you have no ties to your writer…which 

makes getting a quality book very difficult. 

My suggestion: hire a competent writer from a website like Upwork and get a quality 

book written for your readers. 

Here’s a job post that gets good quality applicants: 

 

Hi Everyone! 

 

I'm looking for a few talented writers to write ebooks for me on a weekly basis. I mostly 

publish books in the areas of…(list the types of books you publish). The books would be 

anywhere from 8,000 to 12,000 words in length and I'm willing to pay $1 per 100 words. 

So 12,000 words = $120. If your writing is good and you can format the books to my 

specifications we would be able to have a long-term working relationship, where you will 

get about 1 book or more per week (you'll also get a nice 5 star review :) ). I'm looking 

for a dedicated writer who can write on…(put your core topic here) but is versatile 

enough to write the occasional…(put topics you sometimes publish on). If you would like 

to apply please provide a few samples of you writing along with a cover letter. I am able 

to send payment to you weekly. 

 

Look forward to working with you!  
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Disclaimer Template 

Here’s the disclaimer on the disclaimer: adapt and model it to your own specific book 

and/or business. I can’t guarantee that it will totally absolve you from any legal 

consequences, nor can I say that it’s even relevant to your book. 

With that said, use this template at the beginning of the book and be sure to switch the 

names, dates, publications etc. where you see fit.  

 

 Copyright 2017 by_______ - All rights reserved. 

The following eBook is reproduced below with the goal of providing information that is as accurate and 

reliable as possible. Regardless, purchasing this eBook can be seen as consent to the fact that both the 

publisher and the author of this book are in no way experts on the topics discussed within and that any 

recommendations or suggestions that are made herein are for entertainment purposes only. 

Professionals should be consulted as needed prior to undertaking any of the action endorsed herein. 

This declaration is deemed fair and valid by both the American Bar Association and the Committee of 

Publishers Association and is legally binding throughout the United States.  

Furthermore, the transmission, duplication or reproduction of any of the following work including 

specific information will be considered an illegal act irrespective of if it is done electronically or in print. 

This extends to creating a secondary or tertiary copy of the work or a recorded copy and is only allowed 

with express written consent from the Publisher. All additional right reserved. 

The information in the following pages is broadly considered to be a truthful and accurate account of 

facts and as such any inattention, use or misuse of the information in question by the reader will render 

any resulting actions solely under their purview. There are no scenarios in which the publisher or the 

original author of this work can be in any fashion deemed liable for any hardship or damages that may 

befall them after undertaking information described herein.  
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Additionally, the information in the following pages is intended only for informational purposes and 

should thus be thought of as universal. As befitting its nature, it is presented without assurance 

regarding its prolonged validity or interim quality. Trademarks that are mentioned are done without 

written consent and can in no way be considered an endorsement from the trademark holder. 
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VA Review Swap Job Post 

I typically pay VA’s between $1 to $1.5 per review. 

I like to have them acquire 20 reviews while my book is at 99c, and then another 10-20 

reviews while it’s on a free 3-5 day promotion. I do this immediately after I publish my 

book. (also, you want the free promotion to follow right after your 99c reviews are 

gathered) 

Again, I’ll typically hire my VA’s on Upwork and use a simple script like this one: 

I’m looking for an experienced Kindle virtual assistant to help swap my books for me.  

Contact me for more details. 

Notice how I said “experienced”. It’s important that you don’t waste time hiring someone 

who’s never done review swaps…and then training them. It’s a HUGE time suck and 

will frustrate the Bijeezus out of you! 

There are too many experienced review swappers out there for you to hire a rookie. 

So hire a veteran and save yourself some anguish. 
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Niche Selection Criteria 

Choosing a profitable niche for your ebooks is critical to your success. 

BUT…choosing profitable keywords within that niche is of THE greatest importance. 

This is what separates 5K a month earners from people making < $500 or even people 

losing money on books (OUCH!).  

Here’s the criteria I use to judge a book for its profitability. If everything checks out 

you’ve got a winner! 

1. Choose a keyword with an Amazon Bestseller Sales Rank that’s less than 

100,000 (I actually shoot for books with less than 50,000. This almost 

guarantees I’ll be selling at least a few copies a day) 

2. Choose a keyword that has less than 4 other books competing with it 

3. Choose a keyword that is not competing with a famous or established author 

(If you see that another book (or books) has a profitable keyword but the 

author has a huge social media presence, is being published by a big 

publisher like Penguin Publishing, has a website with a ton of content, and 

has over 300 reviews on his book…well then that keyword may not be so 

profitable for you) 

4. Make sure the book(s) has been published for more than 30 days (this shows 

the book will sell continuously, and isn’t just getting an initial boost from 

Amazon, the free promotion, or review swaps that may have inflated the sales 

rank) 

5. Choose books that aren’t hot one moment and cold the next (current affair 

books and fad diets are like this. They’ll be really popular for a month or two, 

but fade out as soon as the topic loses its steam. You can make a lot of 

money with these book in a short period of time—but you’ll find yourself 

scrambling to find more books soon after as they fade into the distance) 
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There you have it—my niche/keyword research checklist. 

This isn’t to say that’s all there is too it. There are some nuances to this that you’ll pick 

up with time and experience.  

Just know that if you follow this checklist you’re virtually guaranteed to find a hot 

keyword that brings in some serious mullah! 
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Interview Questionnaire for Writers 

1. What are your qualifications?     

2. How long have you been writing e-books? 

3. Have you written kindle books before? 

4. Are you familiar with the process 

5. Do you know how to format kindle books? 

6. What’s your writing style? Educational? Personality-driven? Optimistic? 

Realistic? 

7. Can you write non-fiction? Can you write on technical subject matter? 

8. are you able to research topics without writing things word-for-word? (can 

you write in your own words basically) 

9. Do you have your own computer? Do you have technical issues with it alot 

10. What is your time schedule? 

11. How fast do you respond to my emails? 

12. How fast can you write a 10,000 word book? 

13. If I have an emergency order and i need it done in 2-3 days can you do it?  

14. How soon can you start? 

 

Ask for personalized sample writing 500 words on how to build a garden. This will vet 

them and show you just how good their writing really is.  
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Book Formatting 

Here’s a checklist for formatting your book: 

1. Have chapters in your book that each discuss a specific aspect of the 

topic you’re writing on. 

2. Put a page break at the end of each chapter 

3. Put a clickable table of contents at the beginning. This video shows you 

how: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foW2b9fiXcE 

4. Have an Introduction at the beginning and a Conclusion at the end 

5. “Sell” your reader on reading the book in the introduction. The 

reason? Well the introduction is the one page they’ll read in the previewer 

before they decide to purchase your book. Tell your writer to “move” and 

“sway” the readers in the intro.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foW2b9fiXcE
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1-on-1 Expert Coaching 

I don’t really like to take on too many coaching students…as most of them are not 

serious or are extremely unreliable. 

Plus I enjoy earning passive income—not trading my time for money. 

With that said, if you’re a serious person who is keen on taking action and will follow my 

instructions, then you can click here to apply for coaching.  

I’ve found that serious students can make money the fastest after a one-on-one 

coaching session. 

Personally, a month after I hired a coach my income went from $150/month to 

$3,300/month—in just a month’s time! 

I’ve seen my students’ incomes literally jump 300%-700% within their first month 

of coaching.  

Their lives change.  

They quit their jobs.  

They travel around the world and get into shenanigans.  

Or, like me, they start other passive income streams that add to their ever-growing 

wealth pool. 

Whatever your desired results, personalized coaching with me could be the tipping point 

to your future life of freedom. 

So if you’re interested, you can apply here.  

https://shahind.wufoo.com/forms/z1q0cpnj0nu2dxo/
https://shahind.wufoo.com/forms/z1q0cpnj0nu2dxo/
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If not, I still sincerely wish you all the success with Kindle Publishing and ALL of your 

other endeavors. 

To Your Wild Success, 

-Shahin The “Shah” Dehestani 

P.S. If you have any questions, email me at shahin@shahsprofits.com.  
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